
Writing: Term 6 Week 7  

 

Animation: ‘Ruckus’ made by NCCA  

https://www.literacyshed.com/a-shed-full-of-animations.html  

 

 

Practical task: You are going to put yourself in the minds of the characters.  

Why did they decide to go after that jewel?  

How did they get onto that train?  

Did they have another plan in case that one failed?  

Did they tell anyone about their plan?  

What experience had they had that will have helped them create this plan? 

You could:  

 Draw the plan they created to steal the jewel 

 With your adult’s permission, call a friend and each of you act as one 

of the thieves preparing for the heist. What would you say to each 

other? Would one be nervous and the other confident? 

 Act out the plan using your toys and film it 

To show your teachers what you have been doing, you may want to send them 

a photo or video of what you have done. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.literacyshed.com/a-shed-full-of-animations.html


Writing challenge: 

To write a detailed plan of what would happen and how you’d succeed, start to 

finish.  

You may want to include -   

 Prepositional phrases – between, under, through 

 Conjunctions – because, and, but, therefore, until, when 

 Time adverbials – suddenly, after, before 

 Imperative verbs – jump, push, open, crawl 

Example write: 

First, we have to ride undetected to Blue Water Canyon and wait for the train 

on the cliff edge. Watch out for the Stifle Brothers who we’ve run into 

previously.  

Once we see the train, we will only have 30 seconds to jump onto the carriage 

before it passes by and we miss it. The jewel should be in the fifth carriage. 

There will only be guards on even numbered carriages, so don’t jump into one 

of those.  

Before breaking through the carriage roof, confirm the jewel is inside by 

looking through the window. Once it’s identified, break through the wood 

quickly before being spotted by security.  

 

 


